Full-Stack JavaScript Engineer
in Magdeburg
If you'd like to work with new technologies like Angular 2 and node.js on a daily basis and
working in a great team is important to you, you've come to the right place: Because we're
developing SciFlow. SciFlow is a web-based software that allows researchers to create and
publish remarkable scholarly documents. Join us in changing the way researchers work together.
You’re role - a typical work day
● You plan and specify features for the front- or backend together with the team.
● You implement features and use the newest web technologies like Angular 2 and
node.js on a daily basis.
● You help us detecting bugs as soon as possible and make sure that your code is
easy to read and reviewed.
Your profile - our expectations of you
● You have completed a computer science related degree and you’d love to work in a
startup that is international and distributed.
● You already have experience with JavaScript as well as HTML/CSS and modern
browser technologies.
● Experience with TypeScript, Web Sockets, RxJS, Angular 2, Docker, CouchCB, node.js,
Microservice architectures and work expertise in an agile team are a plus.
Benefits - your expectations of us
● We are an experienced team that can help you advance and that is open to your
ideas.
● We do not just offer a job but the opportunity to play a significant role in making
SciFlow and you successful.
● We have a flexible work environment and transparent development processes, which
will help you getting started.
● Team spirit, Club Mate, Team events and ping pong competitions are a given.
What now?
If you’d like to know more, visit our website at en.sciflow.net/career for more information on
SciFlow and the team. Please send your CV to together@sciflow.net. We’re looking forward
to it.

